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Abstract

TORTIS is a system of special terminals together with software which is designed to provide programming capability and be accessible for use by very young children. The system is designed to add capabilities in small increments so that the child is never overwhelmed by too much to learn at one time, and maintains a feeling of control over the environment. This system facilitates learning of various concepts such as relative size of numbers, frames of reference, procedures, conditionals, and recursion, but more importantly it teaches good problem solving techniques and a healthy approach to learning.
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Introduction

After watching children learning to communicate with computers, I became convinced of the value of the experience for the child. But I also noticed that for many children, the initial hurdle of typing on a conventional keyboard was very discouraging. I decided to design a new way of interacting with the computer that, although it would not provide the generality of a full computer language, would provide a rich introduction to motivate the children to overcome the typing hurdle, and make many of the advantages provided by the learning of full computer languages accessible to children as young as three or four years.

The TORTIS system consists of two parts. The first part, the Button Box, consists of four button boxes which plug into one another. Each button represents a command. The second part, the Slot Machine, consists of several long rectangular plexiglass rows (each of which represents a procedure) with slots in the top for the user to place cards (which represent commands).

In a system designed for young children it is important that it be simple, since children get discouraged quickly if something seems too confusing or difficult. If it is too simple, however, it will run out of capabilities, bore the child, and have only limited educational value. The TORTIS system deals with this issue by growing with the child. The system is designed modularly, so that the child starts out learning a simple subset of the commands and more can be added without disturbing the part of the environment that the child feels comfortable with. More commands are added by plugging a new button box with a few buttons into the set of button boxes the child is already familiar with (if the child is playing with the button box part of the system) or by giving the child more cards (if he is playing with the Slot Machine). This way the child really has a feeling of control over the
environment, since if he gets overwhelmed by the new part of the system, he can unplug the offending box or remove the new cards, physically remove them from sight, and concentrate for a while on the part of the system he knows. Later, when he is feeling more adventurous, he can retrieve the newest part of the system.

While upward compatibility is an important part of the system, (because the child feels comfortable if he knows that the part of the system he understands still works the same way he is used to), there is a trade-off between upward compatibility and ideal behavior of the system at different stages. The TORTIS system is, for this reason, not completely upward compatible. The most obvious transition point is from the Button Box to the Slot Machine, where everything changes, but there is a small incompatibility between how the Button Box system behaves with the most advanced add-on box, and without it, I felt this was necessary and not overly traumatic for the child, especially because the first time the environment is disrupted by changing its behavior, the child is already adept at and comfortable with the system.

Another design issue is how easy the system should make it for the child to achieve interesting effects. If it is too hard, the child will become bored with doing rather mundane projects and will become discouraged if he tries anything harder. If it is too easy to quickly achieve spectacular results, the system will become "magic", where the child follows a rote procedure he does not understand, he will not really feel in control of the environment, and he will not learn as much since he will not have to think. With the Button Box system the children quickly learn the function of each button, but it is a little too hard for them to do anything complicated. This is not a serious problem since they will graduate to the Slot Machine before they become bored with simple projects. With the Slot Machine it is, if anything, too easy for the child to achieve spectacular results.
Why Should Children Communicate With a Computer?

To begin with, it is fun. A computer is a toy that never runs out of capabilities. The child's first experience with the system involves talking to the "turtle", a small (12 inch diameter) circular computer-controlled robot equipped with a light, horn, and pen, and capable of moving in a straight line in the direction the light is pointing, or rotating about its center (where the pen is). The pen can either be up (off the paper), in which case the turtle does not leave a trace when it moves, or down (touching the paper) in which case the turtle draws a line as it moves forward or backward. By expressing himself clearly in the TORTIS language the child can drive the turtle around the room, drive the residents of nearby offices out of their rooms (by tooting the horn over and over), draw pictures on the paper or the floor, knock over piles of blocks scattered around the room, play music, play tag with another child and turtle, teach the turtle how to negotiate a maze, or concentrate on the indirect consequences of commands such as the pictures of the commands that get displayed on a screen when buttons are pushed or the lights that flash when the Slot Machine is operating.

Since learning TORTIS is fun, easy, and not the kind of activity at which he can be judged as failing, (there are no error messages because every command is understood by the system and the child can proceed at his own pace) the child should develop a healthy attitude towards learning.

More specifically, there are many new concepts the child can learn with this system. Since the turtle only understands the commands "forward" and "turn" and not commands of the form "go that way", the child has to learn about frames of reference and how to translate from one frame to another. Wanting to tell the turtle which way to turn will show
the child the importance of learning the concepts "right" and "left". When the child starts using numbers, he discovers that there are small and large numbers. Many children know how to count and know how to say the alphabet, but don't realize that it is more significant that "2" comes before "7" than that "B" comes before "G".

In order to solve the simple problem of making the turtle go in a direction other than the one it is pointing, the child has to break the problem down into smaller, solvable steps, a valuable problem-solving technique. This technique is even more important in larger-sized problems, like the problem of drawing a house or one's own name.

In order to draw pictures the child will learn geometry, since he will have to discover what angles the turtle must turn in order to produce the desired effect. He may discover, especially with help, such facts as that the sum of amounts the turtle turns in drawing a polygon-type picture is constant (a valuable fact to know if one wants to calculate how far to turn in drawing a regular polygon with a given number of sides).

The concept that one can name a set of commands and use that list of commands over and over is valuable in learning and in expressing oneself. To figure out how to draw a flower, for instance, the child will usually discover that it is easier to teach the turtle to draw a petal, name the set of commands that cause the turtle to draw the petal, and use the new command in the process of drawing a flower.

The concept of conditionals is easily acquired by "teaching the turtle" (writing a procedure) to walk forward until it hits the wall, in which case it should stop. (The turtle is equipped with a touch sensor and it can tell the computer whether it is touching something).

Another advanced concept that may be accessible to young children is the concept of variables, quantities that can change in value. If one uses a variable as the distance the
turtle should travel forward, one can change the size of the picture the turtle draws by varying the value of the variable.

It requires a deeper understanding of a problem to explain how to do it to a computer than to do it oneself. If the child teaches the computer how to display a clock showing a given time, or better yet, display the current time (it is possible to find out from the system what time it is) the child will have a more thorough understanding of how to tell time than he could probably acquire any other way.

Drill and practice programs are occasionally useful for learning something like arithmetic, however it is more fun to use such a program if one writes it oneself. Drill and practice programs are easy to write, and the child will certainly play with any program he writes. In ordinary computer aided instruction the child has little control over the environment, and any of the worthwhile aspects of the CAI environment can be duplicated by the child in an environment the child controls.

The most important thing the child learns in an imaginative computer environment is a fearless, joyful attitude towards learning. Very few programs run correctly the first time. One of the most enjoyable activities one engages in when communicating with a computer is debugging, finding out why the computer misunderstands what you want it to do. An answer on a multiple choice test is either right or wrong, but the word "wrong" is meaningless when applied to a computer program. The word "right" is almost meaningless too, since most programs can be improved or made fancier. The concept of debugging can be applied to any skill the child wishes to learn. Eventually the concept of "failing" at an activity will be meaningless to the child. If he is not doing the activity as he wants, he will try to discover where the bugs are and correct them, instead of giving up.
The Button Box

The Button Box is the first part of the TORTIS environment to which a child is introduced. It is actually several different boxes of buttons which plug into each other. The design philosophy is that the child is presented with only a few new buttons at a time, and (except at the beginning of course) there is always a set of buttons which the child really understands. If he ever feels overwhelmed by the new buttons, he can remove them from sight (which the children often do) by unplugging the latest box and hiding it, and play with the part of the environment he feels he has complete control over. When he wants to learn something new he can get the next boxful of buttons, with the comforting thought that if he gets confused he can restore the state of the world.

the complete button box:
The first box of buttons is the "action box". Every button corresponds to a possible action the turtle can perform and when a button is pushed the turtle immediately responds. The buttons are "forward", "backward", "rotate clockwise (right)", "rotate counterclockwise (left)", "toot your horn", "put the pen down onto the paper", "lift the pen off the paper", "turn your light on", and "turn your light off". The number of degrees the turtle turns each time "right" or "left" is pushed can be set by the teacher when the system is started. I will assume in this paper that each turn is 5 degrees.

The action box:

The next box is the "number box" and adds buttons for the numbers from 1 to 10, as well as a "stop" button which interrupts the action of the turtle. Pushing a number before an action causes the action to get performed that many times. If a number is not pushed the turtle performs as before, doing the action one time.
The third box is the "memory box". It has four buttons, "start remembering", "stop remembering", "do it", and "forget it". The memory box allows a set of commands to be stored and re-executed. It is used with a display, so that the child can watch as each command gets stored, and can refer to the list as it gets executed.

When "start remembering" is pushed, the display screen lights up in anticipation of direct commands. When the child pushes a button, the picture on the button is listed on the screen, and the command is executed.

Pushing "stop remembering" causes a line to be drawn below all the listed commands, indicating nothing further will be written there (though more can be added by pushing "start remembering" again).

Pushing "do it" causes the entire list of commands on the screen to be executed in order. A box is drawn around the command currently being executed so the child can follow along. "Do it" can be used with a number so that "3 do it" would cause the screen commands to be executed 3 times.

Pushing "forget it" clears the screen.
The memory box:

the memory box:

The fourth and last of the currently implemented button boxes is the "four procedure box" which adds four colored buttons, each to a quadrant of a screen. Along the boundary of the screen each quadrant is colored like the corresponding button. Now "start remembering", "do it", and "forget it" require a color button afterwards, indicating which quadrant of the screen is to written on, executed, or erased. Since "do red" is a valid command, it can be used as a command in any of the four procedures, including itself, so this box allows subprocedures.
Example: What the screen will display when programmed with and executing a procedure to
draw a square, with the turtle stopping to toot occasionally.

assuming single procedure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>box used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 ↑ 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 c 8 c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 c 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 1 ↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 ↑ 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 c 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 ↑ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

assuming four procedure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>box used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 5 ↑ 10 c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 c 2 10 c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 5 ↑ 10 c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 5 ↑ 8 c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 5 ↑ 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 c 10 c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 c 8 c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 c 10 c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I used the button box system with around 25 children aged 3 to 5. I learned several interesting things.

1) Once a child is confused by something he gets very discouraged and says, "that is too hard for me" or "I'm not smart enough for that", both of which are certainly attitudes we do not want to cause, so it is important not to give the child new buttons before he is ready.

2) Some children require constant interaction and suggestions about further things to try or else they start doing one thing over and over and get bored.

3) The "toot" button is their favorite button.

4) Many children do not look at the pictures on the buttons and discover to their amazement after using the button box quite adeptly for several sessions that the pictures on the buttons have something to do with what action the button causes.

5) Most children have trouble with "right" and "left". Most of the time the children push one of the two at random and if it is wrong then push the other one. Seymour Papert discovered a trick the children can use to get the correct command. The child looks at the turtle, decides how he wants it to turn and moves his finger in a circle in the desired direction, keeps his finger moving while moving it over to the button, and matches it with the proper curved arrow. There is more motivation to get "forward" and "backward" correct the first time because they draw lines and can mess up a picture. Most children eventually adapt to the turtle's frame of reference for "forward" and "backward" though almost all are surprised the first time they push "forward" with the turtle facing them.

The most important observation was that for four-year-olds the conceptual leap to the memory box is too large. Several four-year-old children did manage to use the memory box but they never seemed to completely understand it. There were three possible ways
that they used it.

1) They understood that pushing "start remembering" caused pictures to get displayed on the screen, much to their delight. They would push "start remembering", fill the screen with commands, and then push "forget it" to clear the screen. While playing with the display they ignored the turtle completely, as though the two things were completely unrelated.

2) They pushed "start remembering", and then, ignoring that anything different was happening, drew a picture. Then they hit "do it" to get the same picture again. If when drawing the picture they had, for instance, made the turtle turn the wrong way at first and then corrected, or stopped to make the turtle toot several times, they were surprised that the turtle did the same thing when drawing the picture the second time. In other words they thought the picture was the procedure as opposed to the set of commands the turtle executed while remembering. While the children were delighted by all the stuff that got displayed on the screen they did not realize all those pictures were commands and steps in the procedure. Even executing the procedure in "slow mode", where the turtle would wait a certain amount of time between steps so that the child could more readily follow the action, did not cause the child to understand. Probably the turtle, the display, and the button box are too many things to keep track of at once.

3) They pushed some moving-buttons randomly and then pushed "10 do it" many times, realizing that that caused pretty patterns. While this was a lot of fun, it was more a magic mechanical process that somehow created nice results as opposed to being something the child knew he was really controlling.

In addition to the problem that the jump to the memory box is too large a conceptual leap, the button box has the additional disadvantage that there is no way to edit
procedures. Without the ability of easy editing the child does not learn the healthy concept that there is no "right" or "wrong", and that any procedure can be fixed to do what they want, and even a working procedure can always be improved. But adding editing commands before the child has mastered the four memory buttons would overwhelm the child with too many new concepts. To fix these problems I devised the Slot Machine.
The Slot Machine

The Slot Machine consists of several long rectangular boxes, called rows. Each row represents a procedure. On top of the row are slots into which plastic cards the size of credit cards can be placed. Each card has a picture on it, representing a command. At the left end of each row is a button. Pushing that button causes the commands represented by the cards to get executed in order. A light in front of each slot lights up when the card in that slot is being executed. Each row is colored a different color. A solid-colored card represents a subroutine call to the row of that color. For instance, a red card means, "do everything in the red row".

The advantage of the Slot Machine over the memory box of the Button Box system is that commands are stored by the child, not by some magic that occurs when it somehow enters a different mode. And the problem of editing goes away completely. If the child wishes to move a command, or change it, he simply moves or removes the corresponding card.

The Slot Machine is a very general purpose device. The language implemented on it is easily changed around and experimented with by using a different set of cards (cards are cheap and easy to make) and modifying the program that runs it. For instance, Jean Bamberger's music system is easy to implement. Each card can represent a tune block. Rows can even be run simultaneously so that two tunes can be played in harmony.

The Slot Machine has the same advantage that the button box system does, in terms of adding to the language in reasonable increments. The child can start out with a small set of cards, and be given more cards when he is ready. He doesn't have to use the new cards if he starts feeling insecure about not understanding the new part of the system.
I think it is important that each slot contain room for an entire command, i.e. I would not be happy with the child having to place part of the command, say a conditional, in one slot, and the rest of the command in the next slot. In the language I envision for the Slot Machine (only part of it is implemented; the rest will be implemented after more is observed about how children react to what is there), there will be three different kinds of cards—number cards, action cards, and conditional cards. The three kinds of cards will have different heights so that all three pictures can be read when all three cards are present in a slot. In the basic language (what is currently implemented) there are action cards (picture cards for the turtle functions, solid colored cards for subroutine calls, and end of procedure cards) and number cards.

**action cards:**

```
↑ ↓ C D ▲ ▼ 1 0 Y N STOP END
```

**number cards:**

```
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
```
Example: A Slot Machine program to draw a square and tooth.

Since a display is not needed to display a listing of programs the child has made (as is done with the button box), the display can be used to draw pictures instead of having the turtle draw them on the floor. The "display turtle" is a triangle displayed on a screen which obeys the same commands as the floor turtle (except it doesn't have a light or horn and it understands CLEARSCREEN). The display turtle is faster and more accurate, and if the child wants to concentrate on drawing pictures (as opposed to knocking over piles of blocks or driving the turtle through a maze) the display turtle is much more reasonable to work with.

If the children have no problems with learning the basic language, variables will be added. When the children use variables, an extra display may be used for the variables, or a portion of the turtle display can be reserved for them. Or there can be a special purpose box with digital readout for each variable.
The way variables will be implemented is there will be several (3-5) different shaped polygons displayed with numbers inside. There will be cards the size of number cards with each polygon drawn on it. Thus the command "triangle toot" would make the turtle toot its horn the number of times indicated inside the triangle on the screen. There will be action cards with a picture of a pencil writing into one of the polygons. Thus the command "write into triangle" writes the number on the number card, or "1" if no number card is used, into the triangle variable. In addition, an action card with a picture of a triangle with a "plus" inside means "add the number to the value inside triangle". With variables spirals are easy to program, numbers bigger than "10" are possible, and arguments can be passed by setting the value of a variable before calling a procedure that uses it.

examples of variable cards, action and number cards:

Example: A Slot Machine program which draws a spiral.
If the children still have no problems I will try adding conditionals. There will be conditional cards for "if the turtle is hitting something", "if the turtle is not hitting anything", "if triangle is 0", and "if triangle is not 0" (and similar ones for the other variables). Adding a conditional card to the command in a slot means that that command should be executed if the conditional is true.

Examples of conditional cards:

Example: A Slot Machine program which has the turtle turn and walk in a different direction when it hits something.
In working with the Slot Machine with children aged 4 and up, I have discovered that it is so easy for them to make pretty pictures by placing a random collection of cards into the rows that they seldom plan a procedure. The children understand what the system is doing, because they can explain what is happening, and they can "write" a procedure that is specified by someone else, but they will not acquire concepts like subprocedures unless they discover the usefulness of the concept in projects they are doing for themselves. The ease of writing and modifying programs with the Slot Machine is therefore almost a drawback. Also, the size limitation of the Slot Machine limits the kinds of projects the child can undertake (for instance it is probably too small to allow a child to write a procedure to draw the child's name on the screen). For this and other reasons it is important to design a full programming language together with a highly interactive environment that would be accessible to young children to use after the Slot Machine.
What Does the Child Do With the System?

Now I will relate a typical scenario of a child’s interaction with the system over several sessions. Each session is about an hour long, and the child usually comes once a week for about ten weeks. This isn’t a diary of a specific child, but instead is a description of what seems to be typical, based on experiences with many children.

The first thing the child does is inspect the turtle. Then the teacher suggests that the child push some buttons and see what they do. The child does this for a while, and the teacher asks the child to verbalize what each button does. It is typical for the child to say that all four buttons FORWARD, BACKWARDS, RIGHT, and LEFT, "make the turtle move". The teacher asks about how each of those buttons differ.

When the child is reasonably comfortable with the box and knows the function of each of the buttons, the teacher starts to suggest projects, like moving the turtle to different points around the room, knocking over a pile of blocks placed somewhere, or parking the turtle under a chair. When the child seems able to control the turtle, the teacher can suggest the child try to draw pictures with the turtle, like a square or a letter. Sometimes the teacher prepares a "connect the dots" picture for the child to play with, so that the child can have a surprise picture when he is done.

When the child is comfortable with the beginning button box, the number buttons can be added. Usually they are introduced with the "toot" key, and the child spends a long time pushing various numbers and counting along to keep the turtle honest. Usually in using numbers with the motion keys, at first the child either hits "1" (if he wants a small number) or "10" (if he wants a large number). When the child starts drawing various projects he usually starts using the other numbers too.
At this point the child is ready for the Slot Machine. First the teacher demonstrates placing a single card in the first slot position of a row (and leaves the other rows hidden) and pushing the button to start execution of the row. The child replaces the card with other command cards and pushes the button. Then the teacher explains about the light in front of each slot position, and by using a toot card, and placing it in different locations in the row, shows how the turtle does the command when the light gets up to the position where the card is. The child plays with it for awhile, predicting when the turtle will toot. Then the teacher suggests the child try putting two toot cards somewhere in the row, and the child notices how both of them get executed. Then the teacher suggests the child can put different cards in the row and they will all get executed. (Most children do not need this much prompting. It is best if the child works completely independently, but the teacher is there to explain things if they get confusing, or suggest projects if the child cannot think of something to do.)

At some point the child will switch over to using the display turtle, since it is too difficult and unrewarding to make pictures with the real turtle, which is slow and inaccurate, and which obscures the picture it is drawing. The display turtle is hard to understand if presented at the beginning, but once the child understands the other turtle, especially PENUP and PENDOWN, the switch to a display turtle is not traumatic.

Next the child is given number cards, and if he already understands numbers on the button box, he will use them easily. The procedure cards are a little more confusing and have to be explained. Various games can be played with procedures, like having the green procedure consist of 4 TOOT, and having the red procedure consist of 2 GREEN, and asking the child to predict how many times the turtle will toot. In this way multiplication is a useful and understandable concept. Recursion seems to be a confusing concept. When the
children program the green procedure to include a GREEN card, for instance, and after
GREEN has been executed inside of the green procedure a few times, if the child removes
the GREEN card the Slot Machine will "pop its stack", executing what is left of the green
procedure for each time GREEN was called. The children do not understand this, and usually
just ignore it.

After a child is this far advanced it is not unreasonable to start on a more complete
language like Logo, especially if the child knows the Slot Machine and Button Box are
available to be played with (in case he gets overwhelmed for a while). And especially if
the traditional programming environment is improved with display editors, display
debuggers, and pointing devices, the transition to it from the Slot Machine can be
comfortable.
Ideas for Future Research

There are certainly improvements that can be made to both the Button Box and the Slot Machine. Children as young as the ones that use this system are not particularly interested in drawing pictures. Music seems like it might be a good activity for children that age. There are different ways of implementing music for very young children. One obviously bad way is to force them to type in individual notes in something close to musical notation. A better way is to use the Slot Machine, and have command cards for each note, with the number argument used as a duration, or to have each card be a "tune block" as used by Jeanne Bamberger. Another possibility is to have the child "draw" the tune on a display using a pointing device, where the vertical position of a line indicates which pitch is to be played. When the tune is to be played, the computer will scan across the screen at an even rate of speed, playing whatever pitches have points at the horizontal position of the scan. Pitches can be quantized, so that any point within a certain interval corresponds to a certain note, or frequency can vary continuously with vertical position, which would make it harder to write specific tunes but would produce interesting effects.

The Slot Machine has the problem that initially there is so much that the child has to do to get the turtle to execute a command (find a card, put it in a position, and push a button) that it is sometimes difficult for them to understand that each card stands for some specific command. An improvement to the Slot Machine, which might even make the Button Box completely unnecessary, would be to have the light in front of each slot position be a lightable pushbutton instead, such that pushing one of the slot pushbuttons would cause only the command in that slot position to get executed, but pushing the large button on the left of a row would still cause the entire row to get executed. This would also enable the
child to debug a program, since the child can cause it to get executed arbitrarily slowly by pushing each position in turn.

The Slot Machine is also physically too large, and does not have enough information in each position to really allow numbers, commands, and conditionals. The size was determined by the hardware design, especially the type of sensors used to read the card. A relatively simple hardware design change would allow it to be smaller and contain more bits of information in each position. Also, if the Slot Machine could be designed to be reasonably inexpensive, many places would like to use it.

TORTIS is not a complete programming language. The children will soon get limited by the finite number of procedures they can write, the finite length of the procedures, and the small size of numbers. Once they have mastered all the concepts in this system they are sophisticated enough to use a more complete language, even if they are still physically or psychologically incapable of coping with the standard keyboard-oriented languages. The standard programming environment should be modified to accommodate them, and some of the ideas will be useful for all users of the environment.

A simple improvement to the standard programming environment, which cuts down on the amount of typing necessary, is to use a "recognize" key, as implemented in the timesharing system TENEX. The way this works is that the user, after typing the beginning of a word, hits the "recognize" key. If there is a unique command that the system knows about which starts with what has been typed, the system finishes typing that word for the user. Otherwise, it can simply refuse by typing back a bell (as is done in TENEX), or it can guess. In a system for children, the computer would probably keep track of all the commands a specific child already has defined or has used successfully, as opposed to recognizing all commands that the system knows about, to minimize the number of
commands in the list and therefore minimize the numbers of characters the child has to type.

If there is a pointing device available, such as a mouse or a light pen, the system can display the possible choices for commands, and the user can point to the correct one. If the child cannot read, the commands can be displayed as pictures. If there are too many legal commands to fit on the screen, they can be grouped under headings such as "music commands" or "turtle commands", and when the user points to a group, then the list of commands within that group gets displayed. If the system keeps track of what the child has typed, it can guess at a subset of commands that the child will want to use next. For instance, if the child has just typed a command that needs an argument, the system knows the next thing to be typed must be either a number, a variable, or a function. If the system only displays commands that would be legal in that context, the user will never have syntactic errors.

In a computer language such as Lisp, where the user is forced to put parentheses everywhere, there is no ambiguity in what is typed. But Lisp code, although easy for the computer to read, is unreadable by humans, since it is hard to see how the parentheses match up. In a language like Smalltalk, although the code is not littered with parentheses, it is still hard for humans to read the code, sometimes because an expression can be parsed in two different ways (if the user is not familiar with the parsing algorithm), sometimes because it is not obvious what words are variables and what are commands, and sometimes for other reasons. If the system parses the expression as the user types it in, it can group arguments with the calling function, clearly separate commands, and display the program in a readable form. If there are ambiguities the user will see how the system intends to group things, and the user can correct them if he likes.
Most standard editors are hard to use, since the user has to move around a "cursor" with magic incantations. With a display and a pointing device, the user can point to the location he wants to change, and the change will occur as he watches, so he will know exactly what he has done.

For young children especially it is important to display the execution of a program, so they can see just what the different commands do. This would serve as an effective debugging aid, but it is important not to display so much information that the user gets swamped, or so little as to miss exhibiting the information the user needs. There is still a lot of work to be done on debugging aids for higher level languages.

Because a system designed for young children will be one that works on minimizing the amount of work the user must do to get an effect, many of the ideas for this system can be used for physically handicapped people. With some work on input devices for the physically handicapped, a very usable system could be implemented.

In addition to work on expanding and improving the environment, there is a whole area of research involving working with children with the system, finding difficulties they encounter, and either inventing new ways to present the concepts they find difficult or deciding that there is some maturing the child needs in order to gain certain concepts.
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